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Removing remaining capex bias
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In RAGs we say “Enhancement expenditure should be based from 1 April 2020.” ie before then we consider all 
opex as base expenditure for reporting purposes.

Enhancement operating expenditure can be classified as:
• expenditure incurred in the creation of new capital assets;
• expenditure incurred in running new capital assets; and
• expenditure on operating solutions instead of (or alongside) capital solutions to deliver service 

enhancements.

Our approach at PR19
We made totex allowances for enhancement costs at PR19 and added them to our base cost allowances from 
econometric models to give wholesale totex allowances.

Our econometric base cost models were based on historical operating and maintenance expenditure and so 
included historical expenditure on enhancement opex.

We removed an estimate for the overlap between base costs which are derived from total opex with 
enhancement allowances which include some opex too.

We did not make additional enhancement opex allowances for any on-going opex solutions which started 
before 1 April 2020. We did not have these reported to us. 

Wholesale enhancement opex and our approach at PR19



CAWG
Evolving the WINEP to deliver greater value
26th May 2021
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Evolving the WINEP to deliver greater value
Background

To support evolution of the WINEP, we identified three principles that would help unlock the 
potential to deliver greater value. These are: 

Principle 1: Integration of the WINEP process with long term planning 

Principle 2: Framing WINEP requirements around a range of relevant outcomes to deliver better 
value 

Principle 3: An economic regulation framework that enhances the delivery of wider public value 
to customers’ society and the environment 

WINEP funding has worked quite well so far but the approach to generating benchmarks relies on 
available data and the WINEP typically specified traditional solutions.

“The WINEP will set out what water companies must deliver but increasingly not set the how.”

Full paper available here

https://www.unitedutilities.com/globalassets/documents/pdf/winep-review-discussion-paper-v1.0.pdf
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Evolving the WINEP to deliver greater value
Removing the remaining capex bias in the way companies are funded

• The move to totex has largely alleviated prior issues concerning capex-bias within botex 
(modelling) but there still remains a bias within enhancement.

• This is for three reasons;
1. Bias in benchmarking models - models have utilised explanatory variables associated with capital 

solutions (outputs), as that is what the available data has allowed and that was how the WINEP was 
specified. As a result, PR19 was not really totex modelling, it was capex plus opex impact.

2. Bias in remuneration - Cost assessment recognises expenditure needs in the same AMP as the 
enhancement is first required, but does not recognise expenditure needed for ongoing management of a 
nature based solution over multiple AMPs.

3. Bias towards ex-ante certainty – traditional capital solutions often represent the ‘tried and tested’ and 
therefore offer a greater level of certainty over the outcome and the benefits that will be delivered. 
Important if cost assessment is concerned with ex-ante allowances and the quality of supporting 
evidence for atypical cases.

• We should aim to create the right incentives for companies to reveal potential catchment and 
nature based solutions (NBS) upfront in their business plans. 
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Evolving the WINEP to deliver greater value
Removing the remaining capex bias in the way companies are funded - remuneration
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Evolving the WINEP to deliver greater value
Removing the remaining capex bias in the way companies are funded

Example: we have two options to solve the same environmental need; a traditional P removal scheme (advanced 
treatment process: 300,000 p.e.) or a NBS (nutrient trading), both of which provide the same level of P removal 
from the waterbody.

 How would each option be assessed under the current regulatory framework?

Traditional solution Nature based solution

Expenditure type Capex (RCV) Opex (Revenue)

P.E. served by STW 300,000 0

AMP expenditure £50m £12.5m (£2.5m/year)

Asset life 40 years ∞

Whole life cost £100m £100m (40 years)

AMP revenue requirement (excl tax) £13.1m* £12.5m

Initial enhancement benchmarking Unit cost model Cost adjustment claim

Future on-going expenditure
Modelled botex

(treatment complexity)

RAG 4.09 specifies should be base in next period

Cost adjustment claim (materiality?)

* Assuming real WACC of 2.92% and straight line depreciation
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Evolving the WINEP to deliver greater value
What to do?

• Possible solutions to remuneration issues;
• NPV allowances,

• Modelled allowance based on the equivalent traditional scheme,

• Multi-AMP commitment to cost allowances

• Other?

• We need to ensure that any revised approach is compatible with;
• WINEP reform – key input that quantifies the size of the ‘need’

• WINEP cost adjustment mechanism – do we need more granular unit rates?

• Approach to setting an efficiency challenge (‘in the round’) – if more ex-post adjustments are utilised
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1. Is there a problem to resolve?

2. How material are opex solutions likely to be?

For example is this likely to impact all nature based solutions?
What proportion of enhancement expenditure is covered by on-going opex only solutions?

3. What are the potential advantages and disadvantages of UU’s proposed approach?

How do we separate out enhancement opex from on-going opex only solutions from other enhancement opex?
Will it impact on notional financeability?

4. Are there alternative approaches to resolving the potential issue?

Questions for breakout groups



How do we reflect future 
maintenance needs in cost 
assessment?
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Our PR19 approach to capital maintenance

In PR19 our base cost allowances were based on historical operating and maintenance expenditure.

We used forecast cost drivers to account for future changes in the asset base.

A company could raise cost adjustment claims if it considered that our models did not reflect its 
individual circumstances including where it believed its historical costs were not reflective of its future 
needs.

This approach aligns with long term approach and allows companies to manage peaks and troughs in 
maintenance and renewal expenditure.
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What did the CMA say?

The CMA maintained our approach to capital maintenance in the redeterminations:

“We recognise that the base cost models may not cover all capital maintenance costs. For example, 
capital maintenance costs can be ‘lumpy’, and companies could face peaks and troughs, which may not 
be reflected in the correlation with the cost drivers. However, while some companies may be in peaks 
and troughs in individual AMPs, there should be no systematic underfunding in the long run.”

“There was no systematic bias in the investment cycles of the companies influencing the efficiency 
threshold.”

“We acknowledge Anglian’s and Northumbrian’s argument that Ofwat’s cost assessment is backward 
looking and that potential issues with capital maintenance may be forward looking. This is a complex 
issue, which, going forward, may become more important. We therefore suggest that Ofwat considers 
developing indicators to track this issue and to enable it to enhance its analysis with a forward-
looking element that will assist in triangulating results from its econometric modelling of historic 
costs.”
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Taking account of forward looking capital maintenance 

When considering a forward-looking element in our approach to capital maintenance, it is important to 
consider:

Why would forward-looking costs be different to those incurred in the past?

How do we determine an efficient level of maintenance?

How can we prevent customers from paying twice for capital maintenance?
i.e. how can we prevent any forward-looking element from making up for past under-investment or 
inefficient use of base allowances.

How can we ensure that companies are undertaking an efficient level of capital maintenance with the 
funding?



Unit cost driven cost 
assessment

David Peacock – 26th May 2021



Econometric models do not capture all 
aspects of what efficient delivery is

17

Company A

Does 5 at a cost of £100 each 

Under econometrics: ✔ efficient

Under a unit cost approach: × inefficient

Company B

Does 15 at a cost of £50 each

Under econometrics: × inefficient

Under a unit cost approach: ✔ efficient



Econometric approach struggles to 
account for levels of service

18

Company A

Responds to issues same day at the expense of 
higher costs

Performance: ✔

Efficiency: ×

Company B

Responds to issues within a week to save costs

Performance: ×

Efficiency: ✔

Efficiency = 𝒇 𝒒𝒖𝒂𝒏𝒕𝒊𝒕𝒊𝒆𝒔, 𝒄𝒐𝒔𝒕𝒔, 𝒔𝒆𝒓𝒗𝒊𝒄𝒆



Efficiency shouldn’t only consider the £ cost but 
also wider social and environmental costs/benefits
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✔ reduce nutrients
× high embodied and operational carbon
× reduces biodiversity

✔reduce nutrients
✔sequesters carbon
✔ improves biodiversity



Econometrics can perpetuate a low 
investment cycle

20



To get efficient allowances you need to 
understand how many and how much

21

Efficient number of activities

Set to achieve the resilient delivery 
of outcomes

Efficient Unit cost

Could be done through 
econometrics or a cost base           

type exercise

Efficient allowance=x



This should sit alongside how 
incentives are designed and set

• Cost assessment needs to part of the long term view on outcomes, 
metrics, targets, and incentives

• With the right long term incentives this will ensure companies are 
encouraged to invest appropriately i.e. not too much, not too little 
and in the right places

22



This approach closely aligns to how it 
could work in a competitive market

23

Efficient number of activities Efficient Unit cost Efficient allowance

Demand Market price Efficient allowance

=x

=x
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1. Are there ways to supplement Wessex’s proposed approach?
• Is data available to calculate efficient costs for each asset type (PR09 cost base)?
• How do we prevent inefficient replacement volumes?
• How do we prevent companies making up for previous under investment?
• How do we prevent companies from replacing the cheapest assets rather than those most in 

need of replacement?

2. How do you manage asset replacement needs within our long-term average allowance for 
maintenance?

3. Why would forward looking capital maintenance costs be different to those in the past?

4. Are there alternative ways to reflect a forward-looking element into base cost allowances?
For example:
• using forward looking costs, 
• using new cost drivers;
• continuing with PR19 approach with cost adjustment claims;

How can we prevent customers from paying twice if we move away from basing allowances on historical 
expenditure (and what are the governance requirements)?

Questions for breakout groups



CAWG plan 
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PR24 CAWG plan

• We plan to hold CAWGs every 6 weeks.

• We aim to focus each CAWG on specific issues, with the focus primarily being on cost modelling.

• We would appreciate your input and thinking on the issues we would like to explore through the CAWGs.

• The slides below set out a provisional view on the topics / issues we propose to explore in the next couple 
of CAWGs, and possible issues to consider in future CAWGs.

• If there are any issues you think we have omitted, and more specifically if there are any pieces of work or 
research you would like to present at a forthcoming CAWG, please let us know.
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PR24 CAWG plan

Week commencing Topics

12th July, 2021
Scope of modelled ‘base’ costs

Cost drivers and explanatory variables

6th September, 2021

Cost-service interlinkages

Cost adjustment claims

Resolving data issues and quality assurance processes

We would appreciate research and insights from the industry on the topics 
listed above, particularly:
• Should the scope of modelled base costs be changed at PR24 (e.g. more / 

less enhancement; inclusion of unmodelled base costs)?
• Should any additional cost drivers and explanatory variables be considered 

at PR24?
• How to capture cost-service interlinkages in base cost assessment?
• How to determine when a symmetrical cost adjustment is required?
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PR24 CAWG plan

Other issues to consider at CAWGs may include:
• Residential retail
• Growth and developer services
• Enhancement cost benchmarking
• Historical versus forecast costs
• Model estimation technique
• Model selection criteria
• Unmodelled base costs
• Taking account of environmental and social value

Are there any other issues we should consider through CAWGs?
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Next CAWG

•What approach should be taken to decide what costs are included in the 'base' 
cost models?:
•Start with botex (opex plus capital maintenance) and include additional costs 

based on an assessment criteria [Ofwat]?
•Start with totex and exclude costs based on an assessment criteria [Ofgem]?

•Should any costs that were excluded (included) from the base costs models at 
PR19 be included (excluded) in the base cost models at PR24?

•Do you think a totex modelling approach could be a helpful addition to the cost 
assessment toolkit?

Scope of modelled base costs

•Feedback on cost drivers and explanatory variables included in PR19 base (and 
enhancement) cost models

•Alternative / additional cost drivers and explanatory variables to consider at 
PR24

•Improving quality of average pumping head data

Cost drivers and explanatory variables (Part 1)



Thank you and wrapping up

Please let us know what you think at
CostAssessment@ofwat.gov.uk

mailto:CostAssessment@ofwat.gov.uk


Appendix
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Evolving the WINEP to deliver greater value
Removing the remaining capex bias in the way companies are funded - benchmarking

• For PR19, models were used where possible and practical, capturing the vast majority (87%) of the WINEP 
expenditure across the industry.

• These models, particularly those where most of the value sits, tend to utilise explanatory variables that relate 
to the delivery of traditional capital solutions.

• There are examples of where the approach could be adapted to work for NBS e.g. Dŵr Cymru PR19 claim to 
use ‘effective storage' volume to allow the inclusion of alternative sustainable drainage approaches.

Enhancement model Driver 1 Driver 2

Chemical removals P.E. served by wastewater treatment works Average proposed permit level for zinc

EDM Number of meter installations Permit applications

First time sewerage
Number of connectable properties served by 
s101A scheme

Flow monitoring Number of new monitors Investigations
Flow to full treatment Cumulative FFT shortfall Number of schemes

P removal P.E. served by wastewater treatment works
Number of works (and number of enhanced 
works)

Storage in the network
Volume of storage each company is planning 
to construct

Storage at STW Total storage volume Number of schemes
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Evolving the WINEP to deliver greater value
Removing the remaining capex bias in the way companies are funded - certainty

• Cost assessment relies on making ex-ante allowances for future requirements and outcomes.

• Ex-post reconciliations typically to focus on adjusting for outturn differences to the original assumed value 
rather than adjusting the original assumption – this increases the importance of the accuracy in setting the 
initial allowance.

• Therefore when setting an ex-ante allowance, certainty is vitally important for both cost and the outcomes 
(benefit) delivered.

• For traditional solutions, a high degree of certainty can be offered through benchmarking models and 
using data from similar historic schemes.

• For natural solutions, it can be much harder to provide the same levels of certainty ex-ante as the track 
record isn’t there to rely on and schemes are far less homogenous.

• Companies are capable of increasing the benchmark allowance through well evidenced cost adjustment claims, 
setting out where there may be atypical circumstances that result in higher costs, but;

• The evidential threshold for cost adjustment claims is high,

• Lots of elements of a NBS can be uncertain until you actually deliver the scheme e.g. 3rd party contribution,

• Uncertainty within a claim has historically lead to no adjustment being made.
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Evolving the WINEP to deliver greater value
What to do?

• Possible solutions to cost benchmarking issues;
• Updated variables and/or definitions e.g. storage equivalent, load removed etc.
• Opex enhancement reporting across AMPs,
• EA data for cost/benefit assessment?
• Others?

• Possible solutions to remuneration issues;
• NPV allowances,
• Modelled allowance based on the equivalent traditional scheme,
• Multi-AMP commitment to cost allowances

• Possible solutions to ex-ante uncertainty;
• ODI to account for actual benefits delivered,
• Cost adjustment process
• Separate cost sharing rates

• We need to ensure that any revised approach is compatible with;
• WINEP reform – key input that quantifies the size of the ‘need’
• WINEP cost adjustment mechanism – do we need more granular unit rates?
• Approach to setting an efficiency challenge (‘in the round’) – if more ex-post adjustments are utilised
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RAG 4.09 guidance


